MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

What a year 2016 has been! Thousands of community members participated in the many lessons, classes and concerts that SSC offered this year at our two campuses, through our Creative Arts Therapies programs and Community Partnerships.

Ensuring that music and arts opportunities are available to everyone on the South Shore continues to be at the forefront of our vision. In working to realize this vision we have seen the demand for tuition assistance continue to grow. This year we increased the amount of scholarship dollars awarded by 25% - providing more than 400 individual awards that allowed deserving students to fulfill their dream of taking music lessons.

We were able to add several ImagineARTS Kindergarten classrooms to our arts-based, reading readiness residency program in Brockton. We now serve 600 children in 28 classrooms, but we are still only half way there. Principals and teachers are clamoring for this program in their schools and the only limitation is money. It is our goal to bring this exceptional program to EVERY Kindergartner in Brockton – a goal we are closer to reaching with an exciting new challenge grant from the Salah Foundation in support of this critical work.

We all know the difference financial generosity can make. SSC Community Voices, our wonderful chorus for singers with developmental delays, has traditionally hovered in the 25-30 singer range. For many families and for many of the adult singers, paying for chorus is a real financial barrier. With the generosity of the Cordelia Family Foundation, we were able to remove the barrier for these singers. Community Voices now has more than 60 singers and we had to move performances from SSC to a larger space to accommodate all their fans!

Each of you has your own unique journey that brought you to SSC. As our strongest group of ambassadors and advocates, please spread the word and share why you love SSC with others.

The arts are critical to our wellbeing and have the ability to remind us of the ways in which we are the same rather than the ways in which we are different. As we look to a new year, SSC will continue to fulfill its mission and work toward changing lives, touching hearts and connecting people through the power of music and the arts.

Kathy Czerny
President, South Shore Conservatory

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN

FY 2016 was a strong year financially. SSC’s revenue increased, and the operating budget is closing in on $5 million. Our balance sheet is strong, with total assets increasing by 9%, and our capital reserves now exceed $1 million. This trajectory puts SSC in position to one day be in the top 10 nationally for community schools for the arts. We remain #1 in New England!

As many are aware, SSC is in the quiet phase of our Vision 2020 Capital Campaign, and as we go to press with this annual report we are nearly half-way toward the ambitious goal of $16 million. The success of the campaign so far speaks volumes to what SSC is doing for all of the communities it serves, from students taking lessons, to the thriving ImagineARTS program in Brockton Public Schools, to the life-transforming work of our Creative Arts Therapies programs.

Raising capital demands compelling programs to drive support. As SSC is the cultural leader of the South Shore, I have no doubt that if we continue to work hard to spread the powerful SSC message, FY 2017 will be another banner year.

Derek Spence
Chairman, South Shore Conservatory Board of Trustees

SOUTH SHORE CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, INC.
FISCAL YEAR 2016 (September 1, 2015 - August 31, 2016)

SELECTED FINANCIAL INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>8/31/2016</th>
<th>8/31/2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assets</td>
<td>$8,023,994</td>
<td>$7,571,308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liabilities</td>
<td>$2,544,192</td>
<td>$2,560,141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Assets</td>
<td>$5,479,802</td>
<td>$5,011,167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Liabilities and Net Assets</td>
<td>$8,023,994</td>
<td>$7,571,308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenues and Other Support</td>
<td>$4,757,049</td>
<td>$4,688,044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenses</td>
<td>$4,682,922*</td>
<td>$4,405,707**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase (Decrease) in Net Assets from Operations</td>
<td>$74,127</td>
<td>$282,337</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Does not include $248,028 in depreciation and amortization expense.
** Does not include $222,699 in depreciation and amortization expense.

ANNUAL REPORT
FISCAL YEAR 2016

South Shore Conservatory is a non-profit organization that depends on charitable contributions for nearly 30% of its income. We are grateful to the many people and organizations who contributed so generously to our school’s programs, scholarships and events during Fiscal Year 2016 (September 1, 2015-August 31, 2016). Donors are recognized for cumulative giving across all categories of donations.
2016 BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Derek R. Spence, Chairman
William P. Gagnon, Treasurer
Gerald S. Jones, Clerk
David W. Bryan
Thomas E. Bullock
Mara D. Calame
Jane C. Carr

Co-Chairs: Julie Collinge and Pam Desmarais

Class A
Term: 2016 Annual Meeting
Laura and Steve Avakian
Lee and Jack L. Barlow
Rennan and Muzaffer Bayturk
Nancy and David Bryan
Lois and Bruce Cameron
Kerrie and James Coughlin
Jane Carr and Andy Hertig
Barbara and Frederic Clifford
Frederic Clifford Jr.
Margaret Curtis
Su D’Ambrosio
Dolly and Mark DeNyse
Sally and John Davenport
Deborah and Philip Edmundson
Wendy and David Ellison
Kaja and Dan Fickes
Judith and William Gagnon
James and Rebecca Garrett
Phyllis F. Godwin
Erin Hull
Whitney and Stephen Jiranek
Linda and Gerald S. Jones
Jean and David Jones
Ellen Kelly
Carolyn Kennedy
Jennifer and Jeffrey Lick
Carol K. Loring
Beth and Jeff Largent
Sheila and Richard Morse
Anita and Paul Mraz
Richard C. Muraida and Martha Carver
Lyn Newkirk and Robert McCarthy
Lorna Jane Norris
Barbara S. Clifford
Frederic M. Clifford, Jr.
Motoko T. Deane
Mollie B. Foley
William C. Haney
Debra Cammer Hines
Timothy W. Horan
F. Sherman Hoyt
Erin D. Hull
Daniel K. Kingsbury
Carolyn K. Loughlin
Donald P. Massa
Thomas L. P. O’Donnell
Nancy L. Oddleifson
Michael J. Puzo
William S. Reardon
Joseph G. Salah
Kathy Battistoni Skillman
Mary P. Steinke
Janet G. Walsmith
Karen B. Wehner

2016 CONSERVATORY OVERSEERS

Janna Oddleifson
Nancy and Christopher Oddleifson
Dorothy Palmer
Christine and Michael Puzo
Katharine and William Reardon
Nicole and Robert Reilly
Joseph Salah
Carol Forbes Scheig
Amy and Drew Schomp
George Schwartz
Kathy and Warren Skillman
Anne Smith
Larence H. Smith
Jane and Vcey Strekalovsky
Kathy and John Tarsa
Lara and Hamlen Thompson
Joy and Bill Turpie
Lanci and Page Valentine
Janet and Joe Walsmith
HuiMin Wang
Karen and Harrison Wehner
Lyn and Harry Wey
Donald Zook

Pam Hansen and James Oppeidisano
Debra Cammer Hines and Stephen Hines
Miriam and Joseph Jannetty
Julie and Mark Jones
Marilyn and Stephen Kaszynski
Maureen and Jerry Kelly
Irma and Talbert Lauter
Mary Ellen and Peter J. Lawrence
Donna Luther
Barbara and Matthew Lynch
Kate and Frank Mahony
John O’Brien and Jill LeBlanc
Thomas L. P. O’Donnell
Eve Penoyer
Joseph Roper and Jan Bickford
Edward Russavage and Eileen Martin
Elaine and Edward Sorrentino
Wendy and Vince Spiziri
Dawn and David Stancavish
Charlene and Philip Sullivan
Amy and Matthew Torrey
Susan and Jeff Warren

Pam Desmarais and Dennis O’Connor
Ronald Wolfe and Lynne Devnew
Sarah and Kevin Ellis
Marianne Ellison
Janice and Mazen Eneyni
Lyell and Kurt Franke
Frances and Jon Gabriel
Stephanie and Patrick Gagnon
Katherine and Patrick Gaughen
Jennifer Cope and Mark Goodman
Penny and Michael Herlihy
Tim Horan
Diane and F. Sherman Hoyt
Sherry Johnson
Caitriona and Daniel Kingsbury
Carolyn and Mark Loughlin
Donald Massa
Jane Milley
Liza and Thomas M. O’Reilly
Mr. and Mrs. Donald F. Pitcher, Jr.
Barbara and Nelson Ross
Jane Robertson Ryer
Rachel and Ajay Sadhwani
Pamela Campbell Smith and Peter Smith
Derek Spence and Ingrid Reidy
Mary and Jerry Steinke
Carol and Malcolm Stone
Sarah and Noah Stuart
Suzanne Thorin
Cheryl and Charles Tufankjian
Melissa and Neal Tully
Paula and Peter Tyack
Karen and David von Loesecke
Karen Whitfield and Michael Webber

Class B
Term: 2017 Annual Meeting
Amy and Jeffrey Annis
Deborah Allinson and Peter C. Olson
Jeannine Brayman
Mara and Richard Calame
Laura and Allen Carleton
Julie and Simon Collinge
Monica and Daniel Duba
Mollie Baldwin Foley
Cece and Peter Frame
Alison and Paul Furcinito
Janet and William Haney

Class C
Term: 2018 Annual Meeting
Stacy and Arthur Anastos
Bill Arvanites and Naomi Foster
Nicole and Jeff Bellows
Marie and Christopher Bohane
Lisa and Tim Bradl
Elizabeth and Thomas Bullock
Margery and Gordon Carr
Adele and Bryan Carter
Kathy and Karl Czerny
Motoko and Gordon Deane

2016 BOARD OF TRUSTEES

2016 CONSERVATORY OVERSEERS
(BaYS) Bay Youth Symphony
Phaedre Sassano, Symphony Conductor
Elijah Langille, Repertory Conductor
Candace Kniffen, Managing Dir.
Cassandra Sulbarán, Assistant Managing Director
Steven Karfodyanes, Artistic Advisor

Brass
Robert Marlatt, French horn
Andrew Moreschi, trumpet
Grant Randall, trombone
Julienne Thornell, trombone

Composition and Theory
Vartan Aghababian
Edwina Li
Margaret Li
Jonathan Roberts

Creative Arts Therapies
Eve Montague, MT-BC, Chair
Emily Browder Melville, MT-BC
Gita Brown, MT-BC, Yoga Chair
Meg Durkin, yoga
Amanda Goff, MT-BC
Jennifer Novak, yoga
Kari O'Briant, MT-BC
Elizabeth Pothier, Therapeutic Art Specialist

Dance
Susie Guthro, Chair
Rachel Misenich-Catanzariti
Adrienne Zopatti

Drama
Kristy Errera-Solomon
Allyson Lynch
Hayley Piekut
Kristina Smarz

Duxbury Music Festival
Stephen Deitz, Program Director, piano
Regina Yung, piano
Visit www.duxburymusicfestival.org for a complete list of guest faculty.

Early Childhood Arts Programs
Jana Kahn, Director, Music Together*
Emily Browder Melville, Music Together*
Assunta “Su” D’Ambrosio

FacultY

Meg Durkin, yoga
Siu Yan Luk, Piano FUNdamentals
Cristina McSharry, Music Together*
Jennie Mulqueen, Music Together*
Karen Peterson, Music Together*
Ed Sorrentino, Time Train
Jesse Stiglich, Time Train
Lauren Whittaker, Music Together*, Piano Fundamentals
Adrienne Zopatti, contemporary dance

Guitar
Robert Bekkers, classical guitar
Erik Calderone
Jimmy Craven
Steve Latanision
George Little, Suzuki Dept. Chair
John McCarthy
David Moorhead
Chris Rathbun, bass guitar
Joseph Scott, classical guitar

Harp
Sarah Manning Stuart

ImagineARTS
Assunta "Su" D’Ambrosio
Amanda Goff, MT-BC
Holly Ann Marshall
Kari O'Briant, MT-BC
Jenna Potts

Jazz/Rock/Pop
Ed Sorrentino, Co-Chair
Ed Broms, Co-Chair
Meredith Borden, voice
Katy Boc, fiddle
Emily Browder Melville, voice
Erik Calderone, piano
Jimmy Craven, piano
Anthony Geraci, piano
Trevor Kellum, saxophone
Steve Latanision, violin, guitar
Maria Veronica Marini, voice
John McCarthy, guitar
Elan Mehler, piano
David Moorhead, guitar
Chris Rathbun, bass guitar
Ted Sajdyk, drums
Jesse Stiglich, drums
John Vanderpool, saxophone

Music Together®, Piano Fundamentals
Ed Sorrentino, Chair
Victoria Chang

Piano
Jonathan Roberts, Chair
Ed Broms
Victoria Chang
June Chen
Jimmie Craven
Anthony Geraci
Mark Goodman
Paul Hoffman
Eugene Kaminsky
Edwina Li
Margaret Li
Siu Yan Luk
Evan Meleher
Sarah Troxler
Hui-Min Wang
Lauren Whittaker
Ida Zelman
Xizi Zhou

Preschool and Kindergarten

Hingham campus
Lauren Brown, Kindergarten Reading Specialist
Assunta "Su" D’Ambrosio, Music Specialist
Meg Durkin, Yoga Specialist
Avis Goldstein, Arts Consultant
Sandra Guimond, Preschool
Karen Hill, Kindergarten/Visual Arts Specialist
Heidi Holbrook-Kalil, Pre-K Allyson Lynch, Drama Specialist
Jill Martin, Kindergarten
Jennie Mulqueen, Music Specialist
Sue Norris, Preschool
Carol Scheig, Preschool
Ed Sorrentino, Ed’s Beat
Elaine Sorrentino, Pre-K
Emily Stearns, Preschool/Pre-K
Adrienne Zopatti, Arts Specialist

Pure Treble
Katrina Potts, Conductor
Mark Goodman, Accompanist

Strings
Amanda Roberts, Chair, violin, fiddle
Katy Boc, violin, viola, fiddle
Adelle Carter, cello
Igor Fonberg, violin
Sassan Haghighi, cello

Suzuki
George Little, Chair, guitar
Katy Boc, violin and viola
Siu Yan Luk
Evan Meleher
Joseph Scott, guitar
Cynthia Weller, violin, viola, cello
Lauren Whittaker, piano
Asako Yoshida, flute

Voice
Emily Browder Melville, Chair, Meredith Borden
Kelley DePasqua
Kristy Errera-Solomon
Andrew Garland
Mark Leunting
Allyson Lynch
Beth MacLeod Largent
Maria Veronica Marini, popular voice
Holly Ann Marshall
Eve Montague, Primo voice class
Devon Morin
Jennie Mulqueen, Primo, Mezzo voice class
Lorna Jane Norris
Bonnie Pomfret

Woodwinds
Donald Zook, Co-Chair, flute
Peter Bianca, clarinet
Gita Brown, clarinet
Sally Davenport, oboe
Elizabeth England, oboe
Earl Harmon, saxophone
Trevor Kellum, saxophone
Janet Underhill, bassoon
John Vanderpool, saxophone
Asako Yoshida, flute

Yoga
Gita Brown, MT-BC, Chair
Meg Durkin, yoga
SSC is a non-profit organization whose **mission** is to provide access to exceptional arts education and performance for the South Shore community, fostering creativity, artistic growth, and well-being for individuals of all ages, backgrounds and abilities.

![Community Music School](image)

**COMMUNITY MUSIC SCHOOL**

Established in **1970**, SSC is the largest community school for the arts in MA.

Serving **almost 4000** individuals ranging in age from **0-102** from 32 South Shore communities, including students in SSC outreach programs.

![Staff](image)

**STAFF**

Kathy O. Czerny, President
Bill Arvanites, Vice President of Administration & Finance
Lorna Jane Norris, Vice President of Education
Rick Assmus, Plant Manager/Duxbury
Sharon Bohan, Campus Manager/Hingham
Assunta (Su) D’Ambrosio, Director of Programs and Curriculum
Caitlin Dockendorff, Director, Major Gifts

Carol Forbes Scheig, Interim Preschool Director
Liz Graham, Special Events and Corporate Relations Liaison
William Green, Facilities Manager
Paul Hoffman, Website and Graphic Designer
Jana Kahn, Early Childhood Program Coordinator
Mark Kuklis, Facilities/Hingham
Beth MacLeod Largent, Director of Performance
Nancy Meredith, Campus Manager/Duxbury
Eve Montague, Director of Creative Arts Therapies
Jennie Mulqueen, Early Childhood Advisor
Danielle Perry, Bookkeeper
Hayley Piekut, Assistant Registrar
Eileen Puzo, Director of Annual Giving
Amy Schomp, Senior Development Director
Anne Smith, Director of Community Partnerships
Emma Snellings, Institutional Advancement Associate
Bob Sorenson, Facilities/Hingham
Elaine Sorrentino, Director of Communications
Meredith Stypinski, Early Childhood Registrar
Susannah Thornton, Box Office Manager
Jessica Wilcox, Student/Faculty Liaison

President Kathy Czerny with Jerry and Trustee Mary Steinke and Trustee Mollie Foley and husband Bill Foley at a donor gathering.

![Tuition Assistance](image)

**$134,000**

Amount of **tuition assistance** distributed in the 2015-2016 school year.

![Operating Budget](image)

**$4.9 MILLION**

Raise nearly 10% in contributed donations.

![Programs](image)

**100**

Talented and dedicated faculty members

**OVER 50**

Programs in music, dance and drama, for all ages and abilities.

![Programming](image)

**SSC PROGRAMMING**

- Lessons and Classes
- Creative Arts Therapies
- ImagineARTS
- Preschool, Pre-K, K

![Performance](image)

**Over 50 student recitals, 30 professional performances and 5 student competitions each year**
THE CONSERVATORY SOCIETY

Recognizing donors who have made gifts totaling $100,000 or more to South Shore Conservatory (since 1994).

Lillian E. Bengtz  
Nancy and David Bryan  
Jane Carr and Andy Hertig  
Barbara and Frederic M. Clifford  
Cox Foundation, Inc.  
The Curtis Family  
Mollie B. Foley  
Mr. and Mrs. Kingsley Durant  
The Ellison Foundation  
Wendy and David Ellison  
Mr. and Mrs. C. Herbert Emilson  
Harry C. and Mary Elizabeth Grafton Memorial Fund  
Virginia B. Gray  
Thordis and Gary Gulden  
Hingham Institution for Savings  
Diane and F. Sherman Hoyt  
Linda and Gerald S. Jones  
Mrs. Paul Jones, Jr.  
David J. Marden  
Donald Massa  
Massachusetts Cultural Council  
Mary Niles  
Janna and Eric Oddleifson  
Dorothy Palmer  
Christine and Michael J. Puzo  
Katharine and William Reardon  
Cynthia and John Reed  
South Shore Music Circus  
Caroline Blanton Thayer Charitable Trust  
Harry W. Todd  
Estate of Mary Todd  
Wallace M. Leonard Foundation  
Frank Wisneski and Lynn Dale  
The Zildjian Company  
Anonymous (4)

THE ENCORE SOCIETY

Recognizing friends who have included South Shore Conservatory in their estate plans.

Nancy and David Bryan  
Jane Carr  
Barbara and Frederic M. Clifford  
Kathy and Karl Czerny  
Estate of Stanley Merry  
Mollie B. Foley  
Judith and William Gagnon  
Phyllis P. Godwin  
Thordis and Gary Gulden  
Sherry E. Johnson  
Linda and Gerald S. Jones  
Jean Morse Jones and David E. Jones  
Ellen Kelly, in memory of Louise and James Kelly  
Mary Ellen and Peter J. Lawrence  
Carolyn K. and Mark T. Loughlin  
David J. Marden  
Thomas L. P. O’Donnell  
Dorothy Palmer  
Christine and Michael J. Puzo  
Katharine and William Reardon  
Jane and James Simpson  
Larence H. Smith  
Derek Spence  
Mary and Jerry Steinke  
Marcia and Abbot Vose  
Anonymous (3)

BUSINESS PARTNERS

Listing includes donors in Fiscal Year 2016 (September 1, 2015-August 31, 2016)

COMPOSER’S CIRCLE  
($15,000-$24,999)
Boston Financial Management  
Hingham Institution for Savings  
Massa Products Corporation

CONDUCTOR’S CIRCLE  
($10,000-$14,999)
Château Edmus  
The Gagnon Group, LLC  
Shoreline Aviation

PRESTO CIRCLE  
($5,000-$9,999)
Barnes & Noble  
Boston Private

The Derby Street Shoppes  
The Village at Duxbury

VIVACE CIRCLE  
($2,500-$4,999)
Cribstone Capital Management, LLC  
Eastern Bank Charitable Foundation  
Gestalt International Study Ctr.  
Hemenway & Barnes, LLP  
Needham Music  
Newfield House, Inc.  
Snug Harbor Wines  
Symmons Industries, Inc.  
WGBH

SCHOLARSHIPS & ENDOWED FUNDS

Lillian Bengtz Piano Maintenance Fund  
Curtis Family Preschool Scholarship Fund  
Richard E. Eisen Honors Brass Scholarship Fund  
The Foundation for Creative Achievement Piano Scholarship  
The Foundation for Creative Achievement Violin Scholarship  
Dylan Gold Scholarship  
Dave Jodka Scholarship for Future Rockers  
Linda Burns Jones Scholarship Fund  
Lorna Jane Norris Art Song Award  
Eric Oddleifson Legacy Fund  
Holly Roper Scholarship  
Malcolm W. Rowell, Jr. Scholarship  
Larence H. Smith Award for Outstanding Piano Solo Performance  
William P. Soderberg Voice Competition Fund  
Soderberg American Songbook Fund  
Christopher Stone Memorial Scholarship  
HuiMin Wang Award for Outstanding Concerto Performance  
Frances Kimball Westerbeke Memorial Scholarship Fund
GIFTS 2016

SIMPLICITY CIRCLE
($100,000 +)
Jane Carr and Andrew Hertig
Motoko and Gordon Deane
Mollie Baldwin Foley
Gerald and Linda Jones
Massachusetts Cultural Council
Massachusetts Cultural Facilities Fund/ Commonwealth of Mass./MassDevelopment

FOUNDERS CIRCLE
($50,000-$99,999)
Estate of Stanley H. Merry
Christine and Michael Puzo
Wallace M. Leonard Foundation, Hemenway & Barnes LLP

BENEFACTORS CIRCLE
($25,000-$49,999)
Barbara and Frederic Clifford
Ellison Foundation
Massa Products Corporation/Donald Massa
Massachusetts Cultural Council
Pilot Design Group/Justin Seymour

COMPOSERS CIRCLE
($15,000-$24,999)
Deborah Allinson
Kathy Battistoni Skillman and Warren Skillman
Boston Financial Management/Sheila and Richard Morse
Nancy and David Bryan
Chateau Edmus/Deborah and Philip Edmundson
Cordeia Family Foundation
Paulie and C. Herbert Emilson
The Foundation for Creative Achievement
The Gagnon Group, LLC/Judy and Bill Gagnon
Hingham Institution for Savings
Holly and Brendan Kissani
Marjorie Harris Reynolds Fndn.
Thomas L. P. O’Donnell
Janine Odelbrosen
Nancy and Christopher Odelbrosen
Dorothy Palmer
Katharine and William Reardon
South Shore Music Circus

CONDUCTORS CIRCLE
($10,000-$14,999)
Caroline Blanton Thayer
Charitable Trust, Hemenway & Barnes
Rebecca and James Garrett
The Harold and Avis Goldstein Trust
Thordis and Gary Gulden
Janet and William Haney
Nancy Herndon

Diane and Sherm Hoyt
Caitrinna Ni Dhucon and Daniel Kingsbury
Joan Middleton
Cynthia and John Reed
Shoreline Aviation
Lynn Dale and Frank Wisneski

PRESTO CIRCLE
($5,000-$9,999)
Lee and Jack Barlow
Barnes & Noble
Rennnan and Muzaffar Bayuri
BlueCross BlueShield of Mass.
Boston Private
Alice Brewer
Elizabeth and Thomas Bullock
Mara and Richard Calame
Laura and Allen Carleton
Cornelia and Stewart Clifford
Clifford Foundation
Edna and William English
Phyllis Godwin
Harry C. and Mary Elizabeth
Grafton Memorial Fund
Debra Cammer Hines and Stephen Hines
Elin and Stephen Hull
Irma and Talbert Lauter
Nancy and John Powell
Safe Family Foundation
Schroder Investment Management North America, Inc.
Pat and Wilfred Sheehan
Derek Spence
Mary and Jerry Steinke
Paula and Peter Tyack
The Village at Duxbury
Janet and Joe Walsmith
Karen Whittfield and Michael Webber

VIVACE CIRCLE
($2,500-$4,999)
Anonymous
Arthur Ashley Williams Fndn.
Laura and Steve Avakian
Mary and Marshall Carter
The Cateder Affair
Ann Collins
Cribstone Capital Mgmt, LLC
Mary Danner
The Derby Street Shoppes
Lynne Devnew and Donald Wolfe
Eastern Bank Charitable Fndn.
Wendy and David Ellison
Suzanne Gaintner
Gestalt International Study Ctr.
Cheri and Dan Haas
Hemenway & Barnes, LLP
Ellen Roy and Bruce Herzerfelder
Donne and Frank Holden
Miriam and Joseph Janettcy
Jean and David Jones
Diane Keller
Max Kohlenberg
Morgan and Barbara Lamarche
Mary Ellen and Peter Lawrence
Shannon and James Lee
Linden Ponds
Carolyn and Mark Loughlin
Loughlin Family Foundation
Hilary and Richard Lucier
Nolan Group at Morgan Stanley
Arlene and Leonard Nolan
Apache Corporation
Kregg Olson
Kathryn and Timothy Pinch
Wendy and Vincent Spiziri
Katherine and R. John Stanton
Geoffrey Stewart
Sarah and Noah Stuart
Symmons Industries, Inc./Susan and Timothy O’Keefe
Lanci and Page Valentine
Needham Music, Inc./Richard Vaughn
Carolyn and Richard Wadsworth
Holly and Charles Welbrenner
Recilla and John Westerbeke
Lyn and Harry Wey
Jason Wolfson

ALLEGRO CIRCLE
($1,000-$2,499)
A.W. Perry, Inc./Jack Spurr
ACE Charitable Foundation
Julia and Stephen Adams
Sara and Jason Ader
AllianceBernstein
Shirley Amory
Anchor Press, Inc.
AnOriginal Photography/An and Jacques Lefevre
Naomi Foster and William Arvanites
Balance Studio
Nicoie and Jeff Bellows
John Bicaford and Joseph Roper
Kathi and Bryce Blair
Marie and Christopher Bohane
Rori and Greg Bonzagni
Lisa and Tim Bradl
Jeannine Brayman
Brockton Cultural Council
Edward Broms
Adele and Bryan Carter
Maureen and John Cataudella
Jessica and Bill Christ
Barbara and James Claypoole
Kimberly and David Clough
Julie and Simon Collinge
Christine Collins and West Frazier
Heather and Jeffrey Collins
The Corner Stop Eatery Inc.
Kerrie and James Coughlin
Curtis Management
Kathy and Karl Czerny
Sally and John Davenport
Rotary Club of Hingham and Hull
Dolly and Mark DeNyse
Darby Academy
Catherine and James DeVeer
Katherine and William Dixon
Mary Lynd and James Dolphin
Fruit Center Inc.
Janice and Maren Eneyni
Jeannie and Robert Fawcett
Lyell and Kurt Franke
Frances and Jon Gabriel
Stephanie and Patrick Gagnon
Lena and Ronald Goldberg
Mark Goodman and Jennifer Copeland Goodman
Virginia Gray
HarborOne Bank
B & Herbert Hess
Timothy Horan
Susan and Louis Jannetty
Kathleen Jodka
Dr. Sherry E. Johnson
Courtney and Gregg Jordan
Carolyn Kaplan and Doug Hase
Kate’s Table
Maureen and Gerard Kelly
Lizanne and Tom Kindler
King Jewelers/Val King
Jane and Joseph Kringdon
Jill LeBlanc and John O’Brien
Gerry and Jeffrey Lynch
Lynch Development Corp Inc./Barbie and Matthew Lynch
Johanna and Bruce MacAloney
Kate and Frank Mahony
Lauren and Andy McElaney
Susan and John McNamara
Gillian McPhee and Greg DiCostanzo
Meridian Investments, Inc./John Boc
Katie and Tim MERRIGAN
Heather and Kevin Messerle
Stephanie and Mark Minister
Anne Morgan
Beverly and Emmett Olson
Marnie and Peter Owens
Marsan and Brainard Patton
Lynn and William Rice
Nancy Riegel
Rockland Trust
Barbara and Nelson Ross
Sylvia and Dwight Rost
Amy and Brian Sack
Sacred Heart School
Carol Scheig
Kathleen and Ross Sherbrooke
Dawn and David Stancavish
Christy and Andrew Strawbridge
Jane and Vcevold Strekalovsky
Charlene and Philip Sullivan
Lora and John Teahan
Amy and Matthew Torrey
Melissa and Neal Tully
Urban Outfitters, Inc./Anthropologie
Linda and Douglas van Iderstein
Karen and David van Loesecke
Judi and Terry Vose
Marcia and Abbott Vose
Susan and Jeff Warren
Karen Wehner
DONORS ($500-$999)
Amber Alleire
Amy and Jeffrey Annis
Anonymous
Sarah Argiro
Mary and William Benjes
Bourne Cultural Council
Marcia Bravo
Marion Brewer
Debra and Andrew Carlino
Gaynell Carnuccio
Deb and Scott Casagrande
Susan and Paul Casale
Katherine and Avery Catlin
Alison and Geoffrey Chamberlain
Kristina Colantonio
Maureen Connolly
Kevin Coughlin
Aaron Cutler
Angelica and Jeffrey Darling
Pam Desmarais and Dennis O’Connor
Katy and Michael Donovan
Maureen and Dan Doran
Sandra and Stephen Doran
Helene Drew
Christina and Wayne Eckerson
Holly and Daniel Enders
Lisa and Stephen Fitzgibbon
Jane and George Fogg
Sharon and Richard Fownes
Heather and Philip Frank
Martha and Edward Gentry
Heidi Gervais and Patrick Kiernan
Sarah and Chuck Gilbert
Green Eyed Lady, Inc.
Anne and Albert Groh
Meagan Guenther
Town of Hull
Donna and Michael Hutcheson
Regina and Delmont Irving
Maggie Jerde
Vickie and Dennis Jodoin
Erin and Patrick Kiernan
Valerie Koch
Lido Juice Bar
Sarah and Kurt Livermore
Carol Loring
Barbara and Matthew Lynch
Luli and Malcolm
MacNaught
Marshfield Cultural Council
Elizabeth and Christopher McCullough
Jane Milley
Louisa and Patrick Milligan
Monahan Products, LLC
Lyn Newkirk and Robert McCarthy
Leonard Nolan
Catherine and Harold O’Callaghan
Nancy and Thomas O’Neill
Puopolo Candies
Tristan Rhodes
Tracey and Marc Roper
Olga and Richard Rothschild
Malcolm Rowell
Carolyn and William Schradar
Bud Schultz
Scituate Cultural Council
Rachel Scruggs
Deborah and Christopher Sheldon
Catherine and Joel Stein
Natalia and Robert Sternberger
Talbots
Lara and Hamlen Thompson
Suzanne Thorin
Joy and William Turpie
Sue and Allan Viden
Elizabeth Vuori
DONORS ($250-$499)
Airchange, Inc.
Christopher Alexander
Paul and Michelle Antico
Atlantic Advisers Insurance Agency Inc
Mary and Ken Aucoin
Ann Baker
Bridget and John Barbuto
Nancy and William Bates
Bay Farm Montessori Academy
Bill Belichick
Megan Belson
Marie Bernal
Elizabeth Berry
Maureen and John Bitler
Elizabeth and Robert Blucke
Blum Shapiro
Deirdre Bohan
Marlene Booth
Boston Lyric Opera
Alice Bowker
Melissa Boynton
Peggy and Robert Broda
Elizabeth True Browder and David Browder
Anne Callahan
Margery and Gordon Carr
Kristin and Michael Cataliano
Evelyn and Douglas Chamberlain
Charles Chittick
Richard Cloutier
Maureen Cole
Ellen Cook
Nancy Criscitiello
Sandra and Douglas Dapprich
David Dassori
Sheila Day
Jody and Norman de Greve
Paula and Dewitt Delawter
Lynn DeLorenzo
Sharon and Robert Desmond
Edie and Edward Devnew
Laurel and Peter Dimaatteo
Marni Dion
Christina and Francis Doran
Elizabeth Eldredge and George Alexandros
Constance and John Enniss
Catherine and Richard Evans
Paul Farrell
Ben Fawcett
Maria and Robert Fawcett
Lisa and John Fiascone
John Finlay
Fitness Together
Marybeth Flynn
Cece and Peter Frame
Frame Center
June and Robert Freedman
Barbara Fruehwirth
Lauren and Harel Gadot
Lisa and Chuck Garabedian
Patricia and Gerard Gastaud
Marcia Gates
Lisa Gold
Elizabeth and Trevor Graham
Kimberly and Charles Haley
Pam Hansen and James Oppedisano
Ethel and John Hardy
Paula Harris
Suzanne and John Havens
Mary and Russell Heissner
Regina and Thomas Hickey
Inly School
Joan and Joseph Iovino
Shirley Jenkins
John Hancock Matching Gift Program
Grace and Richard Johnson
Katherine Kallis
Marlynn and Stephen Kaszynski
Susan and John Kirby
Beth and Matthew Koomey
Michelle and Ken Kubec
Elizabeth Kussy and Sean Mullen
Judy Kwong
Carol Langford
Mary Letorney
Helene Lieb
Carol Loring
Susan Lovell
Judy and John Lynch
Mary MacCormack and Dana Galgana
Mary Madigan
Diana Marinelli
Mark Allen Fine Clothiers
Lynne McCauley
Sarah and Harvey McCormick
Patrick McElhuff
Meara Image
Anne and Declan Mehan
Andrea Melville and Glenn Davis
Nancy Meredith and Hugh Munoz
Ellin and Richard Meurer
Ellen Mitchell and Charles Byrne
Hollis and James Morris
James Morrison
Elizabeth Moulds and Greg Corbett
Carolyn and James Mulkerrin
John and Timothy Nash
Kesha and Carl Nielsen
Margaret and John Norberg
Andrea Northrup
Dorothy Norton
Marcia Novak
Nutter, McClennan and Fish, LLP
Maureen and John O’Donnell
Lisa and Stuart Patterson
Britt and Ryan Pena
Joseph Perry
Pilgrim Festival Chorus
Shirley and Donald Pitcher
Plymouth Bay Orthopedics
Virginia Pomeroy
Powder Point Sports
Nancy and Keith Pratt
Dorothy and Leighton Price
Julie and Tucker Radebaugh
Beverly and Gerald Randall
Nicole and Robert Reilly
Nancy and Dennis Roth
Sarah and Ben Ryan
Jane and Scotia Ryer
Joseph Salah
Diane Sanchez
Luci and Peter Scott
Stacey Shipman
Jane and James Simpson
Carol Smith
Louisa Smith
Mary Smith
Janice Spence
Nancy Stimson
Matt and Kelly Strauss
Strekalovskiy Architecture, Inc.
Elizabeth and Steven Sullivan
Tracy Summerer and Peter Allen
John Taylor
Lee and Charles Tenney
Janet and John Trefy
Beth and Stephen Trehu
Cheryl and Charles Tufankjian
George Upton
Nancy and Charles von Stockelberg
Freja Wagner
Amber Waterhouse
Jennifer and Tom Weldon
Tracey and Peter Welsh
Elizabeth West
Charles Weyherhausser
Weymouth Bank
WGBH
Karen and John Wheatle
The Whitney Gordon’s Jeweler/Michael and Lorraine Campbell
Wingate Healthcare, Inc.
Donors (up to $249) continued

Patricia Fink
Cynthia and Richard Fiorini
Fire It Up Flatbread, LLC
Bill Flila
First Formals
Elizabeth Fischer
Katie Fitzgerald
Nancy Fitzgerald
Timothy Fitzgibbon
Gina Fitzmayer
Elizabeth Flaherty
Ann Flanagan
Christopher and Mary Flanagan
Mark Flieger and Shelley Allison
Megan and Michael Foley
Patty Foley
Thomas and Mary Foley
Alissa Ford
Brena Ford
Brett Ford
Edward Ford
Edythe Ford
Helen Fowler
Mary Fowler
Teresa Fox
John and Penny Frabotta
Doug Frain
Judy Franco
Lauren Franco
Lisa and Chris Franco
Stephanie Friedman
Deborah and Roger Fritz
Marketta Fritz
Peter and Hildegard Fritz
Margaret Fulenwider
Jean Funkhouser
Ben Gaboury
Nancy Gamble
Dorothy and Lester Gammon
Leslie and David Garbade
Herschel Garfinkel
Andrew Garland and Corinne Lesieur-Garland
Molly and Brian Garitty
Nicole and Jeff Gavin
Lisa Gelman and
Matthew Kenigsberg
Maureen and Robert Generoux
Maia and John Germain
Lisa Gervais and Dale Lukos
Denise Giacchetti
Barbara Giacchetti
Patricia Giarrusso
Virginia Gibbons
Jan Gildea
Andrew Gill
John Gill
William Gillespie
Derrick Gillis
Paul Giordano
Justin Golden
Alexander Gordon
Karen Gordon
Elizabeth and Ralph Gordon
Renee Gordon
Goulet and Co.
Sybil Goulkin
Lisa and Charles Grace
Judith Graham
Kristine Grazioso
Erin and David Green
Robert Greene
Seana Greene
Elizabeth Greenhalgh
Katherine and John Greenthal
Esther and Colin Gregory
Jami and Josh Gregory
Megan and Brad Gregory
Jeanne Griffin
John Griffin and Jean McGarry
Carol Groebe
Ralph Gross
Mary and David Grossman
Nicole Guindern
Janet Guerra
Diane Guibault
Jayne and Fernando Gutierrez
Donald Gunster
Heidi Gustafson
Susie and Jay Guthro
John Gutowski
Jonathan Habel
Anita Hafey
Bernard and Elaine Hafey
Claire Hagan
Kristen Haggerty
Patricia Hague
Kathryn Hajar
Robert and Jane Hale
Daniel and Lorrie Hall
Howard and Judith Hall
Robin Hall
John and Margaret Hallisey
Robert and David Hallowell
Richard Halverson
Cara Hamilton
John Hammond
Sharon Hampton
Liang-Han and Jiahong Lin
Tanya Haney
Daniel and Craig Hannafin
Dean and Siobhan Hansen
George and Ellie Hansen
Pansy Hansen
Susan Harden
Linda Harper
Matthew Harris
Roy Harris and Eileen McIntyre
John and Mary Hartshorne
Nicole Hartwell
Karylly Hatch
Jeanne Haviland
Heather Hawes and David Dwyer
Carrie Hawkins
Christine and William Hayes
Ellen and Jim Healy
William and Dianne Hearns
Glenn Heath
Stacy and Johannes Heinle
W. Helm
Courtney and Lee Hemmer
Mary and Walter Hempel
Chad and Andria Henry
Matti Henry
Allison and Peter Hill
Karen Hill
Martha Himes
Pam and Georg Hinkle
Karen Hirsh
Lynn Hirt
Laura Hoag
Paul and Michelle Hoffman
Thomas and Debra Hoffman
Susanne and Robert Hofmeister
Roger and Nancy Hoit
Sheri and Dave Hoitt
Scott and Ann Marie Hokanson
Judy Holden
Daniel and Patricia Holland
Meredith Hollander
Dan Holleran
Lucile Holliday
Charles and Susan Hollis
Robin Hollis
Michelle and Catherine Holmes
Nancy and Michael Holtschlag
Richard and Carolyn Horn
Stacy Hostetter
Carol Houston
Aneta Hrebenko
Kate Huber
Brandy Hugo
Mary Humderd
Diane Hunter
Robert Hunter and Marita King
Carol Huse
Richard Iacobucci
Laurie and Christopher Igo
Image Resolutions
Kendelle Ingram
Andrea Insoft
Emily Issadore
Izzy Jewely
Nancy and Robert Jagalsen
Kimberly Janion
Christina Jauregui
Philip Jean
Kathleen Jeffrey
Frances Jeffries
Hilary and Lee Jenison
Leanne Jenkins
Lucy Jenkins
Paula Jewell
Tracie and Timothy Jewell
Sabrina Jobes-Palmer
Aaron Jodka
Bernadette and Carl Johnson
Bernice and Donald Johnson
Christian Johnson
Janet Johnson
Malcolm and Jean Johnson
Naomi Johnson
Pamela Johnson
Marta and Kenneth Johnston
Julie and Mark Jones
Diane and Michael Jordan
Kelly Jordan
Tatiana Joukov
Jacquelyn Judge and
Sean Fitzgerald
Mary Jurgela
Kelly Kacamburas
Elizabeth Kain
Jana Kahn
David and Siegrun Kante
Jeffrey and Dawn Kane
Katherine Kane
Catherine Kang and
Richard Kermond
Linda and Andrew Kaplan
Rada and George Karech
Jessica Karevicus
Lois Karkmel
Steven and Amy Karidoyanes
Carol Karlberg
Kerrine Karlberg
Melanie and Kevin Karlberg
Catherine Keary
Kevin Keefe
Nora Keefe
E. Peter Keith
Edward and Doris Kellar
Edris Kelley
Judy Kelley
Paul Kelley
Cheri and Stephen Kelly
George and Ruth Kelly
Robert and Joan Kelly
Virginia and John Kelty
John Lee and
Donald and Mary Kennedy
Joan Kennedy
Mary Kennedy
Renata Kenney
Robert Keys
Gretchen Keyworth
Anthony and Susan Kiernan
Matthew Kiernan
Bernard Kiley
Janice Killackey and
James O'Connor
Leah Killion
Barbara Kimball
Jamie Kimeren
Jill King
Valerie King
Heather Kinney
Debra Kirby and Alan Fuji
Danfieng Kirchies
Ann and Edward Kirrane
Elizabeth Klein
Joe Ann Klepper
Caroline Klockopst
Linda Kluz
Candace and Robert Kniffen
Ulrike Kohler and
Michael DiVigilio
Alex and Joan Kondracki
Kristi and Chris Kondracki
Nola and Torrance Kopfer
Bill Koplovsky
Olga Krasnoslobodtseva
Andrew and Linda Krueger
John Kuhn
Jaime Kullak
Lisa Kupsk
Shannon Kwiatek
Rudell and Clarence Kylander
Jessica and Stephen Laaper
Jan LaBelle
Lauren Ladd
Sarah Lahogh
Gabriela and Richard Laird
Leona Lam and Alex Ng
Jessica Lane
Jehena Lang
Heidemarie Lange
John and Kathy Lanza
Dale LaPenta
Eric Laprade
Ellen and Vern Larkin
A. William Larson
Patricia Larson
Patricia Larson
Don and James Laughlin
Joseph Lavigne
Robert and Joan Lavin
Kerri Lazaro
Colleen Leathy
Elizabeth Leathertree
Richard and Eleanor LeBovidge
Melanie Lecuyer
Carolyn Ledbetter
Elizabeth and Brian Lee
Jeffrey Lee and
Debra Squires-Lee
Anne Lehane
Philip and Jo Anne Lehr
Kathleen and Robert Leland
Megan and RJ Lemieux
Annemarie Lenzi
Avi and Patricia Lev
Charles and Michelle Levesque
Joyce Levinson
Meghan Levis
Jeffrey and Jennifer Lick
Mary Lincoln
Charles and Frances Lindgren
Amy Linnell
Evan Lippman
Patricia Litz
Bo Liu
Jason Loeb
Emmet and Ann Logue
Eileen Lohan
Marc Loiselle
Lesley Loke and Liam Kelly
Megan Loring
Richard and Patricia Loring
Louis A. Gentile Piano Service
Doreen and Earl Love
Scott Love
Sarah Lovett
Sharon Lowberg
Jennifer Luo
Jenna Lukasik
Amy Ludvnergie
Ryan Lunardini
Kristina and John Lynch
Sheila Lynch-Bentinnen and
Peter Benttinnen
Joseph Lyons
Kelly Lyons
Elise MacCartain
Liza MacKinnon and
Brian Knies
John MacLaren
Beth MacLeod Largent and
Jeff Largent
Laura and Michael MacMillan
Anne MacNeil
Elaine Madden
Jennifer and John Madden
Michelle Maddigan
Jennifer Magpie
Ellen Magner
John and Molly Maguire
Sandra and Christopher Maguire
Carol Mahoney
John Mahoney
Mary Mahoney
Sanchita Malapaka
John Maloney
Megan and Kevin Mancini
Kathleen Mandigo
Tim and Carol Manning
Amanda Marchesi
David Marden
Phyllis Marglin
Christine and Edward Marohn
Richard and Fiona Marquis
Andrew Marshall
Holly Marshall
Jane and Jeffrey Marshall
Melanie and Brenton Martin
Sara Martin
Todd Master
Nadine and Donald Masur
Patricia McAlear
Judy McAndrew
Marty and Myles McCabe
Megan and RJ Lemaieux
Annemarie Lenzi
Avi and Patricia Lev
Charles and Michelle Levesque
Joyce Levinson
Meghan Levis
Jeffrey and Jennifer Lick
Mary Lincoln
Charles and Frances Lindgren
Amy Linnell
Evan Lippman
Patricia Litz
Bo Liu
Jason Loeb
Emmet and Ann Logue
Eileen Lohan
Marc Loiselle
Lesley Loke and Liam Kelly
Megan Loring
Richard and Patricia Loring
Louis A. Gentile Piano Service
Doreen and Earl Love
Scott Love
Sarah Lovett
Sharon Lowberg
Jennifer Luo
Jenna Lukasik
Amy Ludvnergie
Ryan Lunardini
Kristina and John Lynch
Sheila Lynch-Bentinnen and
Peter Benttinnen
Joseph Lyons
Kelly Lyons
Elise MacCartain
Liza MacKinnon and
Brian Knies
John MacLaren
Beth MacLeod Largent and
Jeff Largent
Laura and Michael MacMillan
Anne MacNeil
Elaine Madden
Jennifer and John Madden
Michelle Maddigan
Jennifer Magpie
Ellen Magner
John and Molly Maguire
Sandra and Christopher Maguire
Carol Mahoney
John Mahoney
Mary Mahoney
Sanchita Malapaka
John Maloney
Megan and Kevin Mancini
Kathleen Mandigo
Tim and Carol Manning
Amanda Marchesi
David Marden
Phyllis Marglin
Christine and Edward Marohn
Richard and Fiona Marquis
Andrew Marshall
Holly Marshall
Jane and Jeffrey Marshall
Melanie and Brenton Martin
Sara Martin
Todd Master
Nadine and Donald Masur
Patricia McAlear
Judy McAndrew
Marty and Myles McCabe
Douglas and Cynthia McCaig
Donors (up to $249) continued

Sally and Gregory Tucker
Thomas and Elizabeth Tucker
George Tully
Tumblefun Gymnastics
Steve Tundermann
Richard Turk
Sona Turley
Joan Tyrell
Susie and David Uitti
Janet Underhill
Kimberly and Peter Vacheron
Brooke and Eric Valentine
Peter Vanderweil
Lorraine Varney
Laura and Nik Vasilakos
William and Mary Vassalo
Lee Vaughan
Cybele Veitas
Jill Veitkus
Demetrios and Val Venetis
Thomas and Sheila Ventresca
Ellen and John Versprille
Merle and Michael Vidette
Carol Vienneau
Lisa Virello
Heidi Visser and John Procter
Dorothea Von Herder
Mary Voorhees
Robert Waldron
Pauline Walker
Mary Ann Wall
Diane Wallace
Ronald and Shirley Wallace
Janice Walsh
Lorraine Walsh
Thomas and Ann Walsh
HuiMin Wang and Tong Cui
Jianjun Wang and Rubao Ji
Elise and Jeremy Warhaftig
Kate Watkins
Nathan Watkins
Jennifer Watson
Kathleen and Charles Webb
Lee Webster and Elayne Nippe
Carly and Jewon Wee
Shawna and Chris Weekly
Joyce Wegryn
Nancy Weidenbach
Deb Weinet
Kurt and Susan Weisenbeck
Michael and Erin Welby
John Welch
Dorothy Wensink
Travis Wenstrom
Yvonne Wereko and
Miguel Ribeiro
Sharon West
Sally and Denny Weston
Elizabeth Weyer
Elsie Wheeler
Joseph Wheeler and
Laura Gallant
Jennifer and Gregory Whelan
Catherine White
Eric White
Frank and Tracey White
Elaine and Peter Wiemeyer
Jessica Wilcox
Wild Ginger Thai Cuisine, Inc.
Karyn and Steven Wildes
Vania Wilkin
Judy Williams
Nancy Williams
Uta Williams
Mary Williamson
Susan and Geoffrey Willison
Donna Wilson
Sara Wilson
Suzy and Paul Winter
Mike Wislocki
Theodora Wohler
Franz Wolff
Douglas and Mariette Wooden
John Woodward
Lucy Woodward
Stephany Woodward
Kevin Woody and
Claire Brennan
Ann Wright
Stephen Wybailie
Carrie Yaccarino
Abigail Yardley
Kristen and Neal Yarranton
Marie Yarrow
Cheryl Yasmin
Verna and Scott Yi
Kevin Young
Nee Won and Mildred Young
Vera Young
Yee Won and Yee Won Young
Hailing Yu and Houshuo Jiang
Janet and Joseph Zabilski
Mindy Zhou
Heather Zubiate
In addition to the donors listed below, the Conservatory recognizes with great appreciation the hundreds of volunteers who have contributed their time, energy and expertise to make our events and programs successful and memorable. Finally, we thank our students, parents and audiences for their participation, attendance, encouragement and support of South Shore Conservatory.
Motown on the Green
Karen Wehner
Christy Strawbridge
Rhythm & Blues on the Green
Megan Cerow
Megan Greenstein
Megan Guenther
Ann Gustafson
Jane Hale
Waterfront Realty Group/Robin Hallowell
Anne Henning
Anne Hill
Diane Hoyt
Sherm Hoyt
Di Hunter
Reggie Irving
Joe Jannetty
Fire & Stone Trattoria and Pizza
Bar/Kaitlyn and Chris Jeffcote
Shirley Jenkins
Vicki Jodoin
Deni Johnson
Marta Johnston
Betsy Juliano
Marilyn Kaszinski
Diane Keller
Barbara Kiley
Tammy Kirk
Holly Kissane
Barbara Lamarche
Morgan Lamarche
Carol Langford
Mary Ellen Lawrence
Jennifer Lick
Carolyn Loisel
Carol Loring
Dick Lucier
Hilary Lucier
Danielle Lowry
Nancy Lyons
Tom Mackin
Robin Markella
Megan McClure
Sarah McCormick
Sue McMahon
Nancy Mela
Jess Merry

Sue Gaintner
Andrea Geldmacher
Charlie Gilbert
Macy Gilbert
Sarah Gilbert
Lisa Grace
Megan Greenstein
Megan Guenther
Ann Gustafson
Jane Hale
Waterfront Realty Group/Robin Hallowell
Anne Henning
Anne Hill
Diane Hoyt
Sherm Hoyt
Di Hunter
Reggie Irving
Joe Jannetty
Fire & Stone Trattoria and Pizza
Bar/Kaitlyn and Chris Jeffcote
Shirley Jenkins
Vicki Jodoin
Deni Johnson
Marta Johnston
Betsy Juliano
Marilyn Kaszinski
Diane Keller
Barbara Kiley
Tammy Kirk
Holly Kissane
Barbara Lamarche
Morgan Lamarche
Carol Langford
Mary Ellen Lawrence
Jennifer Lick
Carolyn Loisel
Carol Loring
Dick Lucier
Hilary Lucier
Danielle Lowry
Nancy Lyons
Tom Mackin
Robin Markella
Megan McClure
Sarah McCormick
Sue McMahon
Nancy Mela
Jess Merry

Paula Meyer
Duxbury Senior Center/Joanne Moore
Anita Mraz
Paul Mraz
Kim Murphy
Mickey Nejaime-Barry
Andrew Northrop
Tris Nuland
Jenna O’Donnell
Shirley Oktay
Barbara Palfrey
Vicki Paquette
Eve Penoyer
Janet Pistone
John Powell
Nancy Powell
Foodsmith/Laura Raposa
Janet Ritch
Kristen Roppe
Sylvia Rost
Simply Delicious Catering/Jackie Ruggio
Amy Sack
Winsor House/Holly Safford
Ninky Savage
Chase Schomp
Drew Schomp
Graham Schomp
Quinn Schomp
Luci Scott
Pete Scott
Pat Sheehan
Wil Sheehan
Jessica Shepard
Jack Shields
Kathy Shields
Vantage Point Realty/Sheri Sibley
Kathy Skillman
Warren Skillman
Louisa Smith
Peter Smith
Marcia Solberg
Wendy Spiziri
Lauren Strachan
Emma Straface
Jake Straface
Shirley Straface
Christy Strawbridge
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DMF Volunteers continued

Motown on the Green
Karen Wehner
Rhythm & Blues on the Green
Megan Cerow
Andrea Northrup
Tent Decor
Megan Cerow
Lisa Fitzgibbons
All That Jazz Concert
Vicki Jodoin
Winners Concert and Reception
Stephanie Gagnon
Kathy Skillman
Day on the Bay
Dick Lucier and Drew Schomp
Photography
Kathy Dixon
Tom Mackin
Sandy Childs
Linda Collins Catering
Liz Connors
Joanne Cushing
Carolyne Ritz
Karl Czerny
Nancy Dana
Mary Danner
Lynne Devnew
Kathy Dixon
Betsy Drollett
Jeanie Fawcett
Heidi Felago
Lisa Fitzgibbons
Lee Fitzsimmons
Kim Floreano
Helen Fowler
Cece Frame
Peter Frame
Kurt Franke
Whitney Fulmer
Ali Furcinito
Bill Gagnon
Stephanie Gagnon
Bea Gallagher

Trustees Dan Kingbury and Derek Spence at the Blues Gala.

SSC President Kathy Czerny with SSC Overseers Peter Olson and Debbie Allinson at the President's Reception for Overseers.
Annual Giving
Gifts to the Annual Fund support quality education in the arts at South Shore Conservatory. Gifts are fully tax deductible.

Premiere Patron Program
The Premiere Patron program offers recognition and benefits for donors who contribute $1000 or more to Annual Giving.

Leadership Gifts
Sponsor programs, faculty, outreach and scholarships with Leadership Gifts of $5,000 or more.

Scholarships
Your donations to the Scholarship Fund make dreams come true for students who need financial support to study at the Conservatory.

Concert and event donors and sponsors
Support the Conservatory Concert Series, Summer Spotlight, Duxbury Music Festival, Chase Away the Winter Blues, Hingham Jazz Festival, Performathon, and other SSC events!

Please contact Eileen Puzo in the Development Office at 781-749-7565, ext. 30, or e.puzo@sscmusic.org, for information about these and other opportunities to support SSC.

Contributions

How to Give

Checks may be made payable to South Shore Conservatory.

Please send contributions to Development Office, South Shore Conservatory, One Conservatory Drive, Hingham, MA 02043.

Gifts may be made with MasterCard or Visa: Please call Eileen Puzo, 781-749-7565, ext. 30.

Gifts may be made online at www.sscmusic.org.

Gifts of Stock: Please contact Amy Schomp in the Development Office at 781-749-7565, ext. 19, or a.schomp@sscmusic.org.

Matching gifts: You can double the amount of your donation at no additional cost to you! Find out if your employer matches employee contributions to non-profit organizations.

Planned Giving: Become a member of the Encore Society by including SSC in your estate plans. Contact Amy Schomp at 781-749-7565, ext. 19, or a.schomp@sscmusic.org.

Gift of Time! Volunteer at the Conservatory: Contact Amy Schomp, 781-749-7565, ext. 19 or a.schomp@sscmusic.org.

Matching gifts: You can double the amount of your donation at no additional cost to you! Find out if your employer matches employee contributions to non-profit organizations.

Planned Giving: Become a member of the Encore Society by including SSC in your estate plans. Contact Amy Schomp at 781-749-7565, ext. 19, or a.schomp@sscmusic.org.

Gift of Time! Volunteer at the Conservatory: Contact Amy Schomp, 781-749-7565, ext. 19 or a.schomp@sscmusic.org.

GIVING OPPORTUNITIES
South Shore Conservatory admits students of any race, color, nationality or ethnic origin to all rights and privileges, programs and activities generally accorded or made available to students at the school.